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INTRODUCTION 

Welcome back to those of you who received this newsletter in the past.   I have received many enquiries 

as to when WGM might resume distribution of this digest of happenings in the nuclear industry.  

To those of you who are new, this newsletter represents a collage of events, technology and thought bits 

concerning the nuclear industry from mineral exploration and the uranium market through nuclear 

deployment.  This document does not pretend to be all things to all people, nor does it present 

exhaustive coverage, but rather it is an assemblage of items from various news reports and technical 

journals that you may have missed.  I hope you find it interesting. 

SHOULD YOU WISH TO BE TAKEN OFF THE DISTRIBUTION LIST, SIMPLY RESPOND TO MY E-MAIL WITH 

UNSUBSCRIBE OR ANY OTHER EXEMPLETIVES YOU MAY WISH TO THROW AT ME, AND YOU WILL BE 

IMMEDIATELY REMOVED FROM THE LIST.   THIS MESSAGE WILL NOT SELF-DESTRUCT IN 10 SECONDS. 

 

URANIUM SUPPLY 

By now you know that Cameco and others have suspended uranium production in an effort to support 

higher uranium prices.  Most of us realize that continuing to produce and sell uranium at a price far 

below the cost of replacement is a fool’s game, yet the mining industry in general has been slow to 

adopt principles of managed supply, in part as a result of the costs involved in suspending operations.  

The alternative in the uranium industry, price management, was tried back in the late 1960s and 1970s 

in the face of the US embargo that kept foreign uranium out and supported the US domestic industry.  

Canada, France, Australia, South Africa and other members of the ensuing Uranium Cartel were 

successful in maintaining a profitable industry without penetration into the US market until such time as 

the US woke up and realized it could not alone supply it own market.  In those times, the incentive given 

to the industry resulted in the discovery of the world’s first unconformity-type uranium deposit at Rabbit 

Lake by Gulf Minerals Canada Ltd. and then many subsequent discoveries by Gulf and others.  Rapidly 

increasing uranium prices as a result of the ‘70s oil crisis allowed the industry to quickly out-grow the 

need for life support, but the policy also led to the creation of huge stockpiles that persisted well into the 

1990s creating a weak uranium market similar to what has persisted in the recent past. 

Through its website, Cameco expresses some sage advice concerning uranium supply and demand.  

Production cuts, diminished secondary supplies, reductions in producer inventories and increased 

uranium demand noted in the spot market have recently pushed uranium prices higher.  In Cameco’s 

view, annual consumption has returned to pre-2011 (a.k.a. pre-Fukushima tsunami) levels.  With 

increased prices, interest in long-term contracting has emerged.  Notwithstanding such developments 

that are seen as positive in relation to uranium pricing, the growth timeline for the nuclear industry and 

consequential demand growth is unclear.  The current market can be well supplied from existing mines, 
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and so investment by the major producers in future supply is not favoured.  Even for the lowest cost 

producers, such as Cameco, value may be best created by withholding uranium resources to be mined at 

some later date.  Add to this the fact that most of the primary uranium supply comes from countries that 

export the lion’s share of production to countries that have nuclear fuel demand, but little or no 

domestic production – these consumers are certainly concerned about security of supply, but are the 

producers willing to accept current prices?  Some are obviously not. 

By Cameco’s estimates, nearly 70% of uranium production is in the hands of State-owned ventures and 

therefore subject to political rather than economic expediencies.  Against this supply backdrop, it is 

estimated that nearly 2 billion people live without reliable sources of electricity.  The following graph is 

taken from a World Energy Outlook document produced in 2017 by the International Energy Agency.  As 

might be expected, growth in electrical demand in the developed world is negligible compared to that in 

China, India and other regions.  Although zero-emission energy sources should include wind and solar, 

nuclear must be part of the answer to meeting the growing demands of under-developed regions and 

those experiencing rapid growth because it alone can answer heavy base-load demands without 

significant greenhouse gas emissions.  China, with 44 reactors in operation, added six reactors to its fleet 

during 2018 in hopes of reaching its target of 58 GW of installed capacity by 2020.  Another 30 GW of 

capacity is currently in construction.  India currently has nine reactors under construction and expects 

completion by 2025, and 12 additional reactors have been approved with a targeted start-up date in 

2031.  The United Arab Emirates has four reactors under construction.  Saudi Arabia is moving towards 

construction of a fleet of reactors to provide energy in part for seawater desalination plants and to offset 

its burning of fossil fuels that might otherwise be exported. 

 

Turning this back towards uranium markets, it is clear that there will be increasing pressure on producers 

to meet global demands.   Uranium Participation Corp. reports that by 2021, approximately 20% of 

global demand will be uncovered and that by 2025 this will rise to 50%, and then to 65% by 2030.  This is 

illustrated in the following graph which shows a mountain of uncovered demand accumulating through 

2035.  Recently, Cameco Vice President David Doerksen has been quoted as saying that the next 12-18 

months will be a time of cautious optimism with “uncovered utility requirements expected to be about 

665 million pounds U3O8 (255,790 tU) over the period to 2027”.  In a world where current global demand 
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is approximately 139 Mlbs (63,000 tonnes) per year, and with a growing international reactor fleet, this 

shortfall is significant and will put upwards pressure on uranium prices.  However as many have pointed 

out, global reasonably assured resources of 3.865 Mt of uranium or 8.5 Blbs that are economically 

extractable at $130/kg or $59/lb, suggests that the problem is less about supply and more about the 

capital and time needed to bring new production to the market.  Most of all, we need a uranium price 

that is an incentive to develop new mines as current success stories from the Athabasca Basin hardly 

suggest that we have seen an end to the discovery of high-grade mineralization -  the potential resource 

supply side is unlikely to be challenged any time soon.  In time, Denison, Fission Uranium, Nexgen, Iso 

Energy, Canalaska and many others will probably have something more to contribute to this story of 

success.  Taken in its whole, however, the UxC forecast of 1.9 Blbs of uncovered requirements through 

2035 does confuse the picture, and give one pause to think.  That’s a lot for the spot market to cover, so 

one can only expect increasing attention to long-term supply contracts at a premium to the existing spot 

price, and once existing production is taken up, significantly higher prices will be needed to incentivize 

new mine and processing development.  Perhaps the best outlook is indeed one of cautious optimism as 

Cameco have indicated. 

 

And let’s for a moment return to Japan where our current woes, arguably, started with the tsunami that 

hit the Fukushima-Daichi nuclear plant during 2011.  All 50 of Japan’s surviving reactors were shut down   

pending safety and operational reviews.  As of this date, 42 have been classified as operable and 9 are 

currently in operation (including 5 restarts during 2018).  In April 2015 the government announced that it 

wanted base-load sources to return to providing 60% of the power by 2030, with about one-third of this 

being nuclear, yet at the same time it was reported that 43 new coal-fired power projects were planned 

or under construction, totalling 21.2 GWe and expected to emit an additional 127 million tonnes of 

CO2 per year1.  On top of that, Japan’s LNG imports increased from about $20 billion in 2010 to $70 

                                                           
1
  By comparison, Canada’s entire upstream oil and gas industry is reported to have emitted 100 Mt of greenhouse gasses 

during 2016. 
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billion in 2013.  I suppose if you’re living in Japan and your fumes exit over the Pacific, GG emissions take 

a back seat to expediency of electrical supply, but that’s a lot of impact.  

On a much different note, the US Dept. of Energy has expressed concerns that its supply of highly 

enriched uranium (“HEU”) is inadequate to supply the US nuclear reactor fleet, including reactors aboard 

naval vessels, an obvious military vulnerability.  One reason is a lack of sufficient enrichment capacity to 

convert low-enriched uranium (“LEU”) to the HEU needed for such reactors as well as warheads, and 

consequently  the US is living off its strategic stockpile.  Tritium, the key element in boosting the 

fissioning of plutonium in warheads, has a half-life of 12.5 years and needs to be replenished every +/- 5 

years.  According to the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty, this supply must come from plants established 

for military supply and not from plants for commercial reactors – hence the shortfall.  

THE NUCLEAR ENERGY INDUSTRY 

It should be no great secret that new construction in the nuclear energy industry has been facing 

headwinds in the low-price natural gas environment that prevails at the moment.  In the US, the 98 

reactors currently operating produce about 20% of the country’s electricity and more than half of its 

carbon-free energy.  Seven reactors have closed in the past 5 years and 12 more are expected to shut 

down by 2025 (Physics Today, Dec-2018).  This will remove the equivalent of two-thirds of the US’s  

existing carbon-free solar and wind generating capacity.  Cheap shale-gas production which has 

depressed energy prices has made it difficult to justify new nuclear construction purely on the basis of 

delivery cost.  Small, single-reactor nuclear plants (<1 GW) are particularly vulnerable to closure.  

Construction of two Westinghouse AP1000 reactors was abandoned amid escalating costs after being 

40% completed at a cost of $9B, forcing Westinghouse into bankruptcy2. 

Some states are supporting their nuclear plants through zero-emission tax credits and carbon taxes on 

those who pollute.  It has been warned that a continuing decline in the nuclear energy sector will 

translate into fewer young professionals entering the industry, resulting in both a strategic loss of 

expertise and less influence in setting international standards for the industry.  Those favouring the use 

of the tax system to support new nuclear programs argue that a $25/ton tax, escalating at 5% per year, 

could offset the costs of 60 GW of new nuclear construction by 2050.  However some utilities have 

argued that at current gas prices, a tax of $300-400/ton would be required to provide adequate 

incentives for them to build new nuclear capacity.   In parallel with this negative view, the US has no full-

scale reactors currently under construction, planned or proposed according to international definitions.  

In contrast, Russia has 53, China has 220 (plus 20 Chinese designs in other countries).   US companies, 

and many elsewhere, are pinning their hopes of a nuclear renaissance on the development and 

deployment of small modular reactors, some of which are small enough to fit in a truck or on a train.  

Others are building reactors and similar facilities to satisfy multi-purpose demands.  More on these 

subjects follow. 

                                                           
2
  Two AP1000 reactors recently completed in Georgia at a cost of $25B are the only two reactors constructed in the US since 

the 1979 Three Mile Island accident, the result of a minor mechanical failure and human error. 
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SMALL MODULAR REACTORS 

For the last 10 years or more, small modular reactors (“SMR”s) have been seen as a game changer for 

the nuclear industry.  Enthusiasm has been fuelled by construction delays and cost over-runs commonly 

associated with building large-scale nuclear plants, many of which are built as one-off projects with all 

the complications inherent in such undertakings.  SMR’s are generally in a size class with power outputs 

of 30 to 300 MW, however the interest seems to focus in the lower half of that range because at the 

upper end it may be more economical to simply build a conventional reactor.  Smaller modules can also 

be linked to accommodate larger power demands.  In principle, the ability to fabricate standardized 

reactor components on an assembly line and simply assemble them on site has tremendous cost 

advantages.  The venerable Henry Ford could have told anyone that.   

SMR’s have obvious applications in remote areas where infrastructure challenges exist – think minesites 

in Canada’s north.  SMRs are characterized by simplified engineering solutions which may incorporate 

natural cooling, significantly less plumbing and the ability to self-regulate power output according to 

demand (e.g. the GE-Hitachi SMR3).  Some current designs may be able to operate for a decade or longer 

without refuelling.  Others allow fuel modules to be “snapped” on and off as needed.   Although 

significant cost savings are possible, competition with gas-fired power plants is problematic although 

there is no competition from the standpoint of greenhouse gas emissions or fueling costs.  Much of the 

off-grid power in the north is supplied by diesel-power generators at costs as high as $2.00 per kWh, and 

this is where SMR’s are highly competitive. 

A recent request for expressions of interest by Canadian National Laboratories (“CNL”) brought in 18 

SMR design proposals of which 8 were for VSMR designs up to 15 MW.  This initiative is a result of a 

focus paper prepared by the Canadian Small Modular Reactor Roadmap Steering Committee, a 

discussion group composed of Federal, Provincial and Territorial government representatives as well as 

representatives of power utilities interested in SMR development and deployment.  Natural Resources 

Canada (“NRCan”) and Atomic Energy Canada Ltd. (“AECL”) have supporting roles as non-voting 

members.  The committee’s November, 2018 whitepaper, “A Call to Action: A Canadian Roadmap for 

Small Modular Reactors” can be found at https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy/funding/icg/21084.  The 

roadmap recognizes the large global market for SMR technology, the need for energy security, 

recognizes the expertise already available in Canada for innovative SMR designs  and desire to support 

key partnerships leading to SMR deployment.  The roadmap also recognizes the need for Canadian 

technology developers to move ahead assertively in the face of foreign competition to ensure the value 

chains remain in this country. 

Terrestial Energy, a venture capital company based in Ontario, Canada is developing Integral Molten Salt 

Reactor technology (300 MWe @ 40-50 cents/kWh) for use in off-grid applications of particular 

importance to Canada.  Its design has been submitted to the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission 

(“CNSC”) for review.  Other Canadian companies involved in SMR development include Quebec-based 

                                                           
3
 see https://nuclear.gepower.com/content/dam/gepower-nuclear/global/en_US/documents/product-fact-sheets/PRISM-Fact-Sheet.pdf  

https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy/funding/icg/21084
https://nuclear.gepower.com/content/dam/gepower-nuclear/global/en_US/documents/product-fact-sheets/PRISM-Fact-Sheet.pdf
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Starcore (10-20 MW high-temperature gas reactor) and Northern Nuclear (pebble bed modular reactor).  

Starcore estimates production costs of 18 cents per kWh. 

There is a recognized market in Canada for a Very Small Modular Reactor (“VSMR”) which would 

produce a maximum of 15 MW and be deployed at the local community level offsetting the need and 

high costs associated with diesel-powered electrical generation in remote areas.  Canada has more than 

200,000 people in more than 200 remote communities for which VSMRs could produce power at a cost 

of 30-40 cents per kWh or less.  A collateral benefit of VSMR design is that they can be deployed close to 

towns and villages where the waste heat can be put to a positive use in Canada’s colder climate regions, 

both in homes and businesses as well as greenhouses to provide locally grown vegetables at a huge 

saving in transportation costs.  The application of VSMR technology to mining projects is self-evident. 

According to Nuclear Energy Insider, the CNSC has stressed safety in design in contrast to the US 

approval system which stresses meeting specific design requirements.  In Canada, this provides room for 

innovation, and passive safety systems are given preference over systems that require more active 

management (Nuclear Energy Insider, Dec.-2018).   Indeed, it might be argued that Canada’s approach 

led to CANDU reactor development, a design that is singularly the safest design on the planet as well as 

being the most flexible in respect to fuel cycles.  CANDU’s design efficiencies have led all other designs in 

respect to on-line performance due to their ability to be refuelled while operating at full power. 

LeadCold has submitted an expression of interest to CNL which included the design, construction and 

operation of an “electrically heated mock-up of its Swedish Advanced Lead Reactor (“SEALER”) design”.  

The design of the SEALER unit was filed with the CNSC late in 2018 and it would be located at the Chalk 

River site in Ontario.  The purpose is to demonstrate power production at a capacity between 3 and 10 

MW and costs ranging from 22 cents per kWh for the larger unit to 34 cents per kWh for the smaller unit.  

Leadcold is an affiliate of the Essel Group based in Delhi, India which is financially backing the VSMR 

development.  Ontario Power Generation, the provincial crown corporation, is funding a number of 

working committees to examine the role that SMRs can play in various off-grid applications in remote 

areas, and the mining industry is seen as a key market for such energy infrastructure (Nuclear Industry 

Insider, May-2018).  Dozens of potential mine sites have been identified, including Ontario’s Ring of Fire 

area.  A fleet based approach is favoured for reasons of cost effectiveness, as well as the ability to 

provide both electricity and heating as well as minimal down time for refuelling. 

In the United States, SMR developers in the US are getting a major boost in Federal funding under  the 

new Gateway for Accelerated Innovation in Nuclear (“GAIN”) program.  SMR designers include NuScale, 

BWX Technologies and SMR Inventec (a Holtec Intl. Company).  NuScale has a 60 MW design on the 

books that has a 24-month refueling schedule that could be doubled with regulatory approval.  In early 

2017, the company was first in the US to file a full design certification application for a SMR licence 

which must be granted in advance of tenders being sent to suppliers.  The Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission has developed a 46-month approval timeframe which would make it the fastest ever 

licensing of a commercial reactor (Nuclear Energy News, 18 April, 2018).  It would be constructed on the 

grounds of the Idaho National Laboratories.  NuScale benefits from having Fluor (engineering) as its 

majority stakeholder.  The reactor containment vessel containing the reactor and steam generator is 

http://www.esselgroupme.com/
http://www.esselgroupme.com/
http://www.esselgroupme.com/
http://www.esselgroupme.com/
http://www.esselgroupme.com/
http://www.esselgroupme.com/
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23 m high and 4.5 m in diameter, and it weighs approximately 635 tonnes (700 tons).  It is designed to be 

shipped from a factory in three segments that are assembled on site.  The construction period for such a 

plant is 36 months which includes all site preparation work.  Production costs are expected in the range 

of approximately 10-15 cents per kWh but estimates as low as 9 cents per kWh have been made 

assuming the coupling of multiple modules in a single plant (Nuclear Energy Insider, 19-Dec 18).  NuScale 

envisions deployment by late 2023 and is specifically targeting the replacement of coal-fired generating 

stations.  You can see how it operates here:  https://youtu.be/vU-IlqiP4sU .  

Westinghouse, now owned by Toshiba, is apparently also in the hunt for a successful SMR design.  

Apparently the Westinghouse designs are modular with a output of 225 MW, a little less than half the 

size of the 515 MW CANDU units at Pickering, Ontario.  Westinghouse is currently building 1000 MW 

reactors in China....... one wonders if they’ve promised reactor fuel at a fixed price to seduce buyers as 

they did at a time of escalating uranium prices during the late 1960s and 1970s.  (note:  this author has 

no love of the company that brought down his former employer, Gulf Minerals Canada Limited).   

In the UK, Moltex Energy was selected as presenting the winning design for the UK’s SMR fleet and is 

targeting Asia as a major market for a sub-$2.00/M stable salt reactor SMR design.  Cost reductions are 

reportedly possible as a result of the simplified safety features of molten salt reactors and the fact that 

Moltex does not plan to store large stockpiles of spent and reserve fuel on site.  Rolls-Royce had been 

shortlisted in respect to developing a low-cost SMR design and was thought to be able to capitalize on its 

experience designing SMRs for submarines, however the venerable company did not win the 

competition.  Moltex has recently moved forward and has signed an agreement with the Province of 

New Brunswick (New Brunswick Energy Solutions Corporation and New Brunswick Power) to move 

forward with development of its SSR-W (Stable Salt Reactor - Wasteburner) technology.  Deployment is 

planned before 2030 at the existing Point Lepreau nuclear reactor site.  The SSR-W reactor uses spent 

nuclear fuel, thereby solving the problem of what to do with spent fuel currently stored on site.  The 

reactor is a physically small design and is able to store energy, so it can double or triple its output at peak 

demand times during the day if needed.  The Capital cost per unit of energy produced is approximately 

the same as for a conventional Combined Cycle Gas Turbine plant, but it will have significantly less 

expensive operating costs estimated at 6 cents per kWh.  The design employs no pumps and circulation 

is provided by small impellers in the secondary salt bath.  It relies on convection from static vertical fuel 

tubes in the core to convey heat to the steam generators.  The fuel assemblies are arranged at the 

centre of a tank half filled with the coolant salt which transfers heat away from the fuel assemblies to 

the peripheral steam generators, essentially by convection.  

Core temperature is 500-600°C, at atmospheric pressure (see 

World Nuclear News, 16 July, 2018).  An image of the reactor 

core appears at right. 

 

 

Moltex Energy’s Reactor Core 

https://youtu.be/vU-IlqiP4sU
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A reading of Physics Today journal has shown that NASA is developing reactors for use in planetary 

colonies, both as a means for generating power as well as for producing rocket fuel, in preparation for a 

crewed mission to Mars in the 2030s (Physics Today, Dec-2017).  A 1 kW prototype known as 

“Kilopower” would use HEU as its fuel, offering advantages over solar-electricity in the reduced solar flux 

reaching the planets beyond the Earth, especially in their polar regions.  A nuclear application is also 

being engineered for pre-heating the hydrogen fuel to improve its thrust efficiency in rockets used for 

interplanetary travel. It also would use HEU to maximize weight-power ratios as it would be half to one 

third the weight of a convention LEU reactor.  It is estimated that a Mars base would require a 40 kW 

power source – Mars rovers like Curiosity use a 110 watt plutonium-fueled thermal-electric generator.  

To put this in perspective, a current 40kW system on Earth would consist of about 150 panels each 

measuring approximately 1 by 2 metres, however significantly more would be needed in the reduced 

solar radiation of Mars.   

MEDICAL ISOTOPE PRODUCTION 

By now, most of you are probably familiar with the function of small research reactors in producing 

isotopes for various medical treatments, for example 99Mo used in radiation therapy.  To great public 

debate, Canada’s Chalk River facility, a HEU fueled reactor, shut down permanently in 2018 removing an 

important source of 99Mo and 60Co medical isotopes.  The CANDU reactors at the Darlington station in 

Clarington, Ontario can produce 99Mo while still generating electricity, allowing for a continuous supply 

of the radioisotope, and production is scheduled to be approved and begin by the end of this year.  

Canada’s supply of medical isotopes was not solely reliant on the Chalk River facility.  The Saskatchewan 

Centre for Cyclotron Sciences was established in 2016, and it produces 18F, 11C and 13N for medical 

diagnostic purposes at the Royal University Hospital in Saskatoon as well as in Alberta and Manitoba, 

principally for the diagnosis and treatment of cancer.  University of Alberta researchers have also 

developed a method of using a cyclotron to produce technetium-99m, a radioactive tracer used to 

diagnose certain health conditions like cancer and heart disease.  Technetium is usually produced as a 

decay product from 99Mo, however the cyclotron particle accelerator can produce the technetium 

directly in sufficient quantities for about 1,000 treatments per year.  

Belgium has recently married a 100 Mev particle accelerator with a nuclear reactor (fast neutron 

accelerator driven system) to study material properties, investigate reactor safety issues, advanced fuel 

cycles and nuclear waste transmutation (Physics Today, Dec-2018).  The project is expected to be 

completed by 2033 at a cost of Є1.3B including the cost of increasing the linear accelerator to 600 Mev.  

Waste transmutation, one of the primary research areas, has the goal of substantially reducing the time 

for which nuclear waste would need to be stored.  A by-product of the project will be the production of 

actinium-225 and terbium-146 therapeutic medical isotopes.  Another of Belgium’s research reactors, in 

service since 1962, supplies about 25% of the world’s 99Mo (actually the technetium-99 decay product) 

for medical diagnostic purposes. 

In the US, there is movement towards the conversion of the last remaining HEU-fueled medical isotope 

reactors to use LEU.  Some such reactors use fuel enriched up to 93% 235U, essentially weapons grade, 

making them a potential security risk.  The conversion process began in the late 1970s with 68 reactors 
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converted and the last medical research reactors at the MIT, the University of Missouri, the National 

Institute of Standards and Technology and at Oak Ridge.  It is expected that these reactors may take as 

long as 15 years to modify for the use of LEU fuel.  The US National Nuclear Safety Administration is also 

active in the conversion of HEU medical and research reactors around the globe, undertaking projects in 

Europe and China. 

SECURITY AT NUCLEAR PLANTS 

Cyber security at nuclear plants is an obvious concern with the endless proliferation of malware.  The 

deployment of efficiency measures made possible through the internet of things (“IoT”) is taking a 

commanding role in all industries as a means of reducing operating costs and improving performance.  In 

the nuclear industry one major benefit lies in reducing down-time.  In a world where 50 billion devices 

are expected to be on-line by 2020, the impact to security management is obvious.  Nuclear Energy 

Insider reports that the IoT introduces new security concerns, and considerable resources are deployed 

to monitor systems performance through the use of redundant firewalls.  Data diodes developed by Owl 

Computer Technologies Inc. are installed in all nuclear plants, allowing operating data to flow outwards, 

but preventing the inward flow of potentially harmful data or instructions.  Most of all, the industry 

emphasizes the need for operations technology, information technology and security technology 

professionals to continuously collaborate to avoid disconnects. 

MILITARY MATTERS 

Most of you will remember the 1993 Plowshares (“Megatons to Megawatts”) Agreement between the 

US and Russia by which 500 tons of weapons grade uranium from about 20,000 Russian warheads was 

down-blended to HEU, of which about 50% was consumed in US reactors.  That fuel supply substantially 

satisfied US nuclear fuel requirements for the better part of 20 years, and in so doing had a negative 

influence on uranium prices.  Despite the success of that program, the successor Plutonium 

Management and Disposition Agreement signed in 2010, amended in 2011 and effective in 2013 has 

floundered.  Both the US and Russia were to have decommissioned 34 tons of weapons-grade plutonium 

through blending to produce mixed-oxide (“MOX”) reactor fuel, but the deteriorating relations between 

the two countries has seen this program grind to a halt.  By 2015, Russia was on track and had begun 

producing MOX fuel for its BN-800 reactor at its own MOX facility.  During October, 2016 Vladimir 

Putin ordered the agreement to be suspended because the US did not meet its obligations.  The Obama 

administration wanted the material to be diluted and disposed of at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, or 

WIPP, in Carlsbad, New Mexico beginning in 2017.  Various authorities, senators...etc objected to the US 

move to unilaterally terminate the agreement.  South Carolina, where the Dept. of Energy’s Savannah 

River treatment centre is located, is reportedly suing everyone responsible in respect to abandoning 

plans for its MOX facility.  Given the dodgy on-again off-again relations between Trump and his “buddy” 

Putin, there seems to be little hope that the agreement will be resurrected. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vladimir_Putin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vladimir_Putin
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NUCLEAR WASTE AND DECOMMISSIONING  

Électricité de France (“EDF”) through its subsidiary Cyclife, in partnership with Fortum a leading energy 

company in Finland, is stepping into the market of decommissioning reactors which have reached the 

end of their serviceability in the Nordic region.  EDF is currently decommissioning nine reactors across 

France involving four different reactor technologies.  EDF estimates average costs of Є350M per reactor, 

significant less than German and US cost estimates, but believes its involvement in the engineering and 

construction of these reactors will translate into lower decommissioning costs.  Orano (formerly known 

as Areva) and the US decommissioning specialist Northstar have also created a joint venture for 

decommissioning purposes.  A similar joint venture between New Jersey based Holtec and SNC-Lavalin is 

named Comprehensive Decommissioning International (“CDI”).  Holtec acquired ownership of a group of 

reactors earmarked for decommissioning and CDI will carry out the work, capitalizing on similarities in 

design to provide efficiencies and lower costs for the decommissioning process.  In the US, evidence in 

recent years does show that costs can be reduced as experience in decommissioning is accumulated.  

Recent cost estimates for decommissioning are about 25% lower than in 2013 but still significant at 

around $900 M. 

Vitrification has long been studied as a means of disposing of environmentally hazardous materials.  The 

geological record well illustrates the long-term stability of vitreous minerals in the weathering cycle.  

Archeological digs routinely discover low-temperature fired ceramics that have survived thousands of 

years of exposure.  So it should come as no surprise that turning the radioactive left-overs from fuel 

recycling into glass is a preferred route prior to disposal.  According to Ian Pegg in Physics Today (Feb-

2015) the amorphous character of glass, borosilicate glass in particular, allows it to incorporate a wide 

range of elements and compositions without being damaged by radiation and the effects of isotopic 

transmutation.    The need for a solution to the problem of high-level waste in the US is critical due to 

the vast amounts of radioactive material generated and stored in aging containers at the Hanford site in 

Washington state where an astonishing amount (1.6 billion m3) of liquid waste from weapons 

manufacturing was reportedly injected into the soil – yes that was billion! 

During early January, 2018, Westinghouse won a contract as part of a consortium to dismantle 6 nuclear 

units of Germany’s reactor fleet, some of the 13 power units the company is currently dismantling in 

Europe.  As a sidebar to this, it is sad to see Germany building coal-fired stations to augment its energy-

generating capacity as a direct consequence of its decision to get off nuclear energy.  Much of the 

decommissioning work involves automated manual cutting (‘segmentation’) and new tools are being 

designed for this purpose.  A typical reactor is disposed of in pieces, for example the decommissioning of 

150 MW Jose Cabrera pressurized water plant resulted in 423 cut pieces from the internal part of the 

reactor weighing 60 tonnes plus an additional 140 cut pieces from the reactor vessel and pit weighing 

another 14 tonnes.  The work is labour intensive as a result of the need to regulate and monitor human 

exposure to radiation.  The collection of waste debris from the dismantling process is a critical step in the 

operation.  The first German station to be taken apart is the 1.4 GW nuclear Unterweser power station in 

Saxony.  In Europe as a whole, decommissioning is on the increase as 150 European reactors have 
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reached a 40-year age.  Many of these will have their lives extended through refurbishment, however 

the associated plant shut-downs and costs can be politically and economically unjustifiable. 

LOOKING FORWARD 

Here in Canada, Ontario Power Generation (“OPG”) has predicted an electrical supply gap to occur 

during the 2030s.  This predicted shortfall has been acerbated by the Province’s aggressive greenhouse 

gas reduction targets and the inability of wind and solar to significantly contribute to meeting base load 

demands.  During October, 2016 OPG embarked on two refurbishment programs for its 3.5 MW 

Darlington and 6.3 MW Bruce stations to extend their serviceability for another 30 years, each budgeted 

at approximately C$13B, however the venerable 3.1 GW Pickering nuclear station is scheduled to close in 

2024.  According to reports in Nuclear Energy Insider, OPG intends to fill the gap with additional nuclear 

power stations and is in discussions with other provinces to explore the feasibility of a pan-Canadian 

approach.  OPG has echoed the need for VSMRs in remote communities and the desire to replace coal-

fired stations in Alberta. 

Fusion gets fleeting mention these days, but researchers are moving forward although it is difficult to 

understand whether tangible progress is being made.  An article in Physics Today (Feb., 2019) reports 

that a California start-up, TAE Technologies is seeking financial incentives to build an innovative $500M 

test reactor.  There are a handful of publicly owned start-ups in Canada and the UK that are pursuing 

alternative technologies in the quest for controlled fusion.  TAE is supported by a number of venture 

capital and sovereign wealth funds as well as Charles Schwab and the former CEO of Morgan Stanley.  Its 

approach is to create two magnetic field-confined plasma bodies at opposite ends of a linear accelerator 

and collide them in the middle to create a larger, higher-energy plasma.  Rather than fusing deuterium 

and tritium, which propagates neutron emissions, they will attempt to reach the temperatures required 

to fuse protons and boron-11, some 3 billion degrees kelvin, much higher than the 100-300 degrees 

needed for hydrogen fusion, but a process that does not release neutrons.  You can read more about 

fusion here:  http://www.world-nuclear-news.org/Articles/First-Light-Fusion-commissions-pulsed-power-device. 

McKinsey, the global management consulting firm, published a strategy paper in November, 2018 

entitled “Global Energy Perspective: Accelerated Transition”.  You can download the document in PDF 

format at https://www.mckinsey.com/solutions/energy-insights/global-energy-perspective-accelerated-

transition.  McKinsey may have been working on it at the same time as Canadian authorities were 

developing the aforementioned roadmap for SMR development, however the content could not contrast 

more.  McKinsey’s 49-page review sees “accelerated electrification” by 2050 as a huge trend resulting in 

100% electrification of the vehicle fleets in China, Europe and North America, and 50% in the rest of the 

world, as well as high-efficiency electrification of residential heating, electrification of cooking to 

eliminate propane use ...etc.  McKinsey allows for growth in natural gas consumption through 2050, but 

overall forecasts substantial fossil fuel reductions as a percentage of the increased electricity demand it 

foresees.  This electricity will be made available through greater efficiencies and from renewables 

coupled with battery storage.  In comparison to 2015 values, for example, by 2050 McKinsey forecasts 

increases in electrical consumption of 75% relating to road transportation, 30% related to residential 

http://www.world-nuclear-news.org/Articles/First-Light-Fusion-commissions-pulsed-power-device
https://www.mckinsey.com/solutions/energy-insights/global-energy-perspective-accelerated-transition
https://www.mckinsey.com/solutions/energy-insights/global-energy-perspective-accelerated-transition
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heating, 250% in non-OECD cooking, and huge (unspecified) increases in industrial demand driven by a 

42% reduction in the use of natural gas and a 15% decreases in the use of coal. 

To be clear, McKinsey’s study is about improved efficiencies in electrical consumption and shifts towards 

non-hydrocarbon based electrical generation, and the resulting impacts on other downstream industries, 

for example the plastics industry which will experience less feedstock but (fortuitously) less demand for 

the synthetics the industry produces.  The assumption that pervades this document is that renewables 

(i.e. wind and solar) can generate all the additional energy we need.  If this writer’s tone seems skeptical, 

it’s because nowhere in this “Global Energy Perspective” document is nuclear even mentioned – it’s as if 

the technology doesn’t exist.  One also wonders about the development of small-scale hydroelectric 

projects for local communities as this also goes unmentioned.  One might forgive nuclear and hydro 

being ignored if the underlying technologies had been widely discredited, but given the global nuclear 

renaissance now in bloom in developing countries and the SMR initiatives in developed countries, one 

can only puzzle about who McKinsey’s audience is.  Certainly those embracing renewables at all costs 

will take heart from this review, but as the saying goes, what happens when the sun isn’t shining and the 

wind isn’t blowing.  What happens on a still, cloudy day when residential consumers have to compete 

with industry for base load – batteries?  Maybe hydrogen as an energy carrier offers a solution or maybe 

this writer simply lacks vision, but 2050 isn’t that far away and despite huge investments, little has really 

changed in terms of the make-up of Canada’s electrical generation since 1980 insofar as base load 

generation, excepting only the notable decrease in thermal coal consumption (see following figure – and 

yes it’s a bit out of date). 

Energy Production in Canada – NRCan graph at right illustrates sources in 2016. 

 

Certainly renewables have a place in the energy mix, however in using Ontario as an example, on days 

when renewables are off-line, it is conventional power sources (mainly gas-fired plants) that pick up the 

slack, essentially meaning that the renewable sources are surplus to our needs.  You can look at 

Ontario’s energy mix in real time at www.cns-snc.ca/media/ontarioelectricity/ontarioelectricity.html.   

You’ll see a lot of renewable generating capacity, and on any given day few stations actually achieving 

design output.  Can McKinsey’s forecasts be treated seriously?  By my reckoning it will taken a mega-shift 

in public habits, retrofitting residences and industry at great cost and a huge breakthrough in storage 

cells to achieve anything close.   Even McKinsey acknowledges that natural gas demand will be very 

http://www.cns-snc.ca/media/ontarioelectricity/ontarioelectricity.html
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resilient with a maximum 20% decrease from current consumption levels by 2050 (versus up to 45% for 

coal).  Time will tell, but 30 years will go by quickly enough. 

Reactor construction costs have been escalating dramatically, one of the major impediments to new 

nuclear construction and a cost factor which tends to favour natural gas plants.  The deployment of 

SMRs is a reaction to that trend.  A new MIT study reported in Forbes magazine (2 Oct., 2018) offers 

perspectives on how costs can be lowered beginning with improved construction management practices.  

Standardized designs would go a long way to reducing production costs, and even more if multiple units 

are built on the same site.  This is certainly what has been the practice in Ontario, and that has been the 

rule in Japan, South Korea and most recently in the UAE.  Seismic isolation is often completed during a 

late stage ion the construction process, often in an ad hoc manner, which makes it more expensive.  The 

use of advanced concrete requiring significantly less rebar is another means of reducing costs because 

creating the conventional form with all of its rebar is the most expensive single craft in a light water 

reactor project.   Modular construction in a factory setting is a way to dramatically reduce construction 

costs, especially in the West where labour costs are a large component of overall costs.  The MIT study 

concludes that better cost management could go a long way in putting US reactors costs on a level 

playing field with Chinese reactors.  

 

ODDS & SODS – THE FINAL WORD 

I came across a 2001 report that North Korea tried in 1996 to import nuclear waste from Taiwan for 

cash, but was thwarted when South Korea objected.  One can only wonder…………. 

 

Al Workman, P.Geo., Vice-President & Partner 
Watts, Griffis and McOuat Ltd. 


